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Overview

Vision

Mission

To be a prominent Industrial and Trading  group with growing influence in local markets.

To be a prime choice for Investors, Partner and customers in our Domain of Industrial, service’s and trading sectors.

Abdul Rahman Al Amoudi

& Sons Holding Company

is one of the local’s Holding group 
and most Miscellaneous private 
investment companies with hold-

ings in a good Number of Saudi 
Arabian companies









Customer Focus

Performance

Innovation

Leadership

Team Work

Integrity

OUR VALUES





NAZIH
GROUPKSA
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NAZIH GROUP       
KSA
about us:

It was established in 1992 in Khobar City

by Mr. Abdul Rahman Al-Amoudi
as a sole proprietorship.
Nazih Group reached 80 outlets in 2012
with Turnover more than SR 200 Million.

- Hair Care

- Skin Care
- Body Care

- Make Up
- Perfume
- Accessories
- Professional Beauty Equipment
- Non – Medical Beauty Products 
- Beauty Parlors & Spa Furniture



Nazih Retail Beauty

Nazih FMCGNazih Salon

Business Activities  Concentrate in cosmetics specialized in Skin Care, Hair Care, Nail Care
Electrical and Beauty Equipment Products Contain 3 Companies

Nazih Group has established itself as a total beauty product supplier and the undisputed hair and beauty expert in the MENA 
region. We provide high-quality solutions, services and products to leading beauty and hairdressing salons, pharmacies, spas 
& fitness centers. Our strength lies in the relationships we have cemented with our customers as well as the companies we 
represent.



BRANDS
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Think, Dream, Create..

About Silicon Group

Founded in 2000, in the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia, SILICON 
offers a wide range of innovative and unique Advertising & Media 
solutions, backed by 16 years of experience. We proved that our 
work speaks for itself. We help our clients navigate through cultural 
nuances and speak to the hearts & minds of their audience to 
strengthen the brand. SILICON is now one of the leading advertising 
& media companies in the Kingdom.

With the aim of delivering high-reward services. SILICON helps 
defining the core competencies in a business to exploit possible 
opportunities by linking their products and brands efficiently 
through cost-effective methods.

SILICON decided to bind its operations to success. This has helped 
us keep in tune with what’s happening in the industry, move quickly 
to leverage new opportunities and stay keenly focused on customer 
satisfaction.

SILICON GROUP: - Silicon MarCom
   - Silicon Production
   - Silicon LED
   - Silicon Printing

”



Think, Dream, Create..

Think, Dream, Create..

ISO certified:



Think, Dream, Create..

Think, Dream, Create..

Every piece is a masterpiece and made only by uncanny selected artistic talents. 
The ideals of the masters are made alive through creative designs & artistic 
presentations that are innovative, enterprising and distinctive than our competitors.

infomarcom@siliconadv.com

infoproduction@siliconadv.com

infoled@siliconadv.com

infoprinting@siliconadv.com

With our extensive range of products and services supplied by our in-house design 
& manufacture departments, we are confident that we can provide your business 
with the best signage solution that suits your needs.

Extend the outreach of your next event or advertising campaign with the use of 
an outdoor display screen. LED screen, compatible with all video formats, and 
unparalleled for quality and clarity is deployed to equate directly to any event 
success—no matter what type of event you are holding!

We offers the best printing services along with the highest quality & we make sure 
that we provide the best prices in the industry. We believe that time is money, and 
that’s one of the reasons why we are the fastest in the  publication and delivery that 
suits  our client time frame and making sure we meet your highest  expectation. 



Think, Dream, Create..

Business Mission
& Corporate Vision

SILICON decided to bind its operations to success. This has 
helped us keep in tune with what’s happening in the industry, 
move quickly to leverage new opportunities and stay keenly 
focused on customer satisfaction. 
We firmly believe that a business vision is the continuing driving 
force behind any corporate growth. At  SILICON, we settled on 
what truly defines us as an organization and had the vision of 
being the most relevant, innovative and insightful media and 
advertising company in KSA.

”



Think, Dream, Create..

Think, Dream, Create..

Integrity Adapt transparency and accountability standards in all
our operations

Uphold high standards of service quality to execute every
project on time

Secure exceeding the expectations of our clients

Deploy highly qualified professionals to ensure
perfect executions

Develop and enhance the community in which we operate 

Quality 

Customers 

Workforce 

Society

Even while we embark on the roadmap that we have set to ourselves, at Silicon, we 
seek to maintain the values that define the nature of our relationships with each 
other and with our clientele. We pride ourselves on having

Value Created”



OUR Services
- Advertising, Marketing, Planning & Strategy

- Graphic Design

- Branding & Re-Branding

- Brand Identity

- Research/Analysis

- Media Placement/Buying

- Creative Studio

- TVC & Radio

- Video Production & Editing

- Animation

- Offset Printing

- Online Marketing

- Search Engine Optimization

- Web Development and designing

- Social Media

- Events Management & Production

- Campaign Development

- Public Relations

- Script Writing

- Copy Writing

- Backlit Graphics

- Banners

- Floor Branding

- Stage Branding



OUR Services
- Stickers

- Wall Graphics

- Window Graphics

- Roll-Ups

- Backdrop

- Posters 

- Building Wrapping

- Car Wrapping

- Outdoor Backlit

- Muppies

- Billboards

- Cladding

- Huge signage

- Normal signage

(Stainless | Zincor | Acrylic) Flex face

- Post stand

- Events

- Outdoor LED Screens

- Indoor LED Screens

- Display Screens

- Campaigns
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THE BEGINNING
The Journey Begin With Your Feeling

The sun has different angle to rise, every day has differ-
ent sunset, every one of us differ- ent mode from day 
to day, and even in same day, as the year has different 
four season, as the books take us in a tour around the 
world.

When you discover ASSYRIA menu it takes you in deep 
experience of testing many cultures & origin, ASSYRIA 
menu offer more tha 100 of rich fine dining plate, that 
we guarantee to you that you never test it before.



ABOUT THE 
FOOD SERVICE

ASSYRIA food service

Distributors sell goods like small wares & foods. 
We can manufacture plates in both VIP & food-

service versions. The consumer version usually 
comes in individual-sized packages with elabo-

rate label design for your special occasions. The 
foodservice version is packaged in a much larger 
industrial size and often lacks the colorful label 
designs of the catring version.



ABOUT THE HOSPIALITY

With etiquette & entertainment, showing respect for 
our guests, providing for their needs, and treating them 
as equals, with a welcome smile we start, & never stop 
until your satisfaction is satisfied, ASSYRIA employee 
are graduates from fine dining institutes, and they have 
wide experience and Professionalism.

Great Soul That Cares For The Whole Universe Through The Ties Of Humanity





Assyria

Explore the royal taste
of our international cuisines ...

Our dishes will give you the history of Assyria 
kingdom attributed to Assyr bin Sam bin Noah, Bin 

Adam. All this history you will find the tast of it in our 
royal platters.

Art expands the horizons of expression , in the long 
history of hospitality , experience and uniqueness 

to be part of a distinctive moments, standards and 
knowledge ... to elevate your elegant presence.

Welcome to ASSYRIA Kingdom

A Taste Of Civilization
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ABOUT
Al-Wajih AL-ARABI
HOLDING TRADING 
COMPANY
Alwajih Alarabi Holding Trading Company was 

established in 2008, it is one of the most leading 
companies in the field of import and export of 
food stuff sales in wholesale and retail in Sau-

di Arabia and in United Arabic of Emirates. it is 
known as a pioneer company in the sales and 
marketing of spices, rice and pasta in particular 
which has a high   whereabouts in the local and 
international Markets providing products diverse 
and multi with high quality, ensuring consum-

er satisfaction and meet their needs according 
to the highest international specifications and 
standards.



OUR VISION

Visibility for our company crystallizes in the continued 
success through the adoption of a balanced approach, 
which stems from a culture of committing ourselves to 
our popular ethical values and the qualities necessary 
to succeed with balanced manner, and take full advan-

tage of the basic elements of our strengths.

Our intentions are honest and well keep pace with the 
age requirements with our long established values that 
stem from the Islamic approach & from our societies & 
cultures.



VALUES & PRINCIPLES
HONESTY:
Responsibility towards the participants and shareholders in the 
company and that by maximizing their profits and commitment 
to the principle of transparency and disclosure of the company’s 
performance.

RIGHTEOUSNESS:  
Responsibility toward employees and through the development 
of their abilities, motivate and guide them and exchange views 
with them.

The Piety (Godliness):
Responsibility towards customers and society as a whole and 
by offering products and quality services at affordable prices, in 
addition to fulfilling the rights of suppliers and all stakeholders, 
as well as to participate in the development of society through 
the Social Responsibility Programs of Al wajih Alarabi Holding 
Trading Company.



A  plus to your masculinity

Abdul Rahman Al Amoudi & Sons Holding Company
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ABOUT THE FACTORY

Al-Amoudi factory was established in the year of 2005 
and it was based under the vision of the high demand 
on the primary building materials in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia.

From exporting natural rocks and marbles regardless 
that comes from our private quarries  or the ones that 
was bought from  international ones and then custom-

ising the product based on the customers request.



Al-Amoudi ConstructionAl-Amoudi for Marble Crusher Al-Amoudi



Saudi Arabia has a huge opportunities where we shared a marble industry development in the Kingdom.

AL-AMOUDI
FOR MARBLE

Retail Projects



Al Amoudi Construction is the name behind many of companies most advanced and prestigious facilities. We have 
been providing our clients with reliable solutions to their most complex construction challenges. Our expertise spans 
the construction industry spectrum, from smaller renovations to millions dollar projects.

We specialize in healthcare and industrial facilities, commercial, institutional and educational buildings, telecom-

munications and data centers, as well as infrastructure projects such as water and waste water treatment plants. 

AL-AMOUDI CONSTRUCTION



CRUSHER AL-AMOUDI

Is the leading supplier of all types of crusher materials in  Saudi Arabia, and offers a variety 
of top-quality aggregate products for construction, building, and development projects.
We offer delivery and a variety of payment options. At Amoudi Crusher, you are sure to 
find a knowledgeable and friendly staff to assist you in the selection and delivery of the 
top-quality product that best fits your project needs.

AMOUDI
CRUSHER
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Zajel real estate Co. for Development & investment is a major real estate in Saudi Arabia, where it has a huge record of real estate 
development field, create commercial opportunities , buying and selling and real estate consulting . It is one of the most important 
sources of information for local real estate and International real Estate and coverage Kingdom , Egypt , Syria and Turkey.



ZAJEL PROJECTS

MEDIA COVERAGE

Albundoquiya  Land Project - Jeddah Albundoquiya  Project

Integrated project includes Build up of a new city in Jeddah on   37 million square meters, where 
Zajil owns 13.17%
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Tel.: 00966 13 8648877
Fax: 00966 13 8952639
P.O.Box: 3095, Al Khobar 31952
Kingdom Of Saudi Arabia
www.amoudi.com


